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Why Work Non-Destructively

By nature Photoshop is a very linear program: you do Step
1, Step 2, Step 3, Step 4 and Step 5. (Whatever those steps
might be).
This is illustrated here with the History Panel showing a
series of brush strokes, in the order in which you painted
them (top down).
If I wanted to remove the 4th brush stroke I click on it in
the History Panel and press delete.
Problem is, deleting the 4th step also deletes all the steps
that happened after step 4. That’s what we mean by working in a linear fashion.
Working Non-Destructively changes that, giving you the
opportunity to edit “step 4” without affecting any of the
other steps (other than any changes that happen to their
appearance due to step 4 no longer being there).
In the next page or so we’ll summarize some destructive
practices and their non-destructive alternates.
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NOTE: Don’t rely on the History
Panel: once you close the
document the history of what
you were doing is gone.

Why Work Non-Destructively
Erasing and Deleting v.s. Masking
When you have something on a layer and use a tool like the Magic
Eraser (or Eraser or Background Eraser) to erase pixels, they are
deleted. And if you save the document they are permanently gone.
In this example the Magic Eraser Tool was used to click on the
white areas of the layer. Even with adjusting the tool settings, it still
erased (deleted) a little too much, leaving some gaps in the balloon.
Instead, making a selection and adding a Layer Mask means the
pixels are hidden rather than deleted.

So if there are any areas missing you can paint on the
mask to adjust which areas are hidden and shown. (Add
white paint to the mask to show pixels, add black paint to
hide pixels).

Note: Although I specifically mentioned the Eraser here, this concept also
applies to making a selection and pressing Delete/Backspace. The pixels are
still gone, and after saving, permanently gone.
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Adjustment v.s. Adjustment Layers
When you apply an adjustment from the
Image>Adjustments menu, these are destructive adjustments in that the pixels
are being altered.
For example, make a dramatic adjustment in Levels, click OK and when you
come back to Levels later, there’s very
little histogram to work with – and it’s
next to impossible to get back to the
original.
Instead use an Adjustment Layer (found
under the Layer menu). Make an adjustment but note that here is no OK
button: it’s almost like it’s in constant
preview. And the adjustment appears in
the Layers panel where it can be edited,
and it comes with a Layer Mask so you
can hide and show the results. As we’ll
see, there are plenty of ways to take
advantage of this.

Filters v.s. Smart Filters
When you apply a filter to a layer, the effect cannot
be edited later. In contrast, a Smart Filter appears
in the Layers panel where you can edit the settings,
and it has its own mask for hiding the results of
the filter (Do you see a trend here?)
This means if your original selection wasn’t ideal
(far right) you can simply paint on the mask to
improve the look of the areas affected by the filter.
Both of these methods are examples of working in a nonlinear manner,
as you can apply a Smart Filter, add an Adjustment Layer (and do various
other steps) and then go back and change the filter settings, mask different
areas of the Adjustment Layer, and so on.
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A Layered Approach
Even when working with layers you can decide to use one layer or spread
things out over multiple layers. In this example I want to end up with multiple boxes spread out across an image.

I could do that all on one layer, giving myself very little flexibility (top), or
put the squares each on its own layer (right). Although both would result in
the same look on the image, there’s a huge different in the flexibility.
What if you decided there was one box too many? In the first case, it would
be very difficult to re-distribute the squares. In the multi-layered case,
simply delete one layer, select all the box layers and then use the Distribute
button (in the Options Bar with the Move Tool).

Then (as an exanple) you could put all
the layers in a Group, add a Layer Style
to change the box color – temporarily of
course – and add an Adjustment Layer
above the photo to temporarily alter its
appearance.
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Accuracy
One way to take advantage of Adjustment Layers
is to deliberately overdo a change to make it easier
to mask, and then change it back.
In this example I want to make the red roof a
slightly different color – but that would make
it challenging to mask as the color change is so
subtle.
Instead, choose a very visible color like a vibrant green so that when you are masking, it is
very easy to see the difference.

Then when you are finished masking, put the Hue back to the slight difference you wanted to begin with.
You can use the same theory with
Smart Filters: overdo the filter so
it’s easier to see the results of the
filter. Paint on the mask to tweak
the edges, then go back to the
filter settings and lower them
to the appropriate number.
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Re-purpose/Reverse Engineer
By using a Non-Destructive structure in your documents you can open
older files and be able to figure out how you achieved a result, and you can
reuse layers and effects by copying from one document to another.
Creativity
My favorite part of working Non-Destructively: open up a world of non-linear creativity by allowing yourself to be able to edit every single aspect of
your file, thanks to layers, groups, layer styles, blend modes, blend if sliders,
smart filter, adjustment layers, layer masks and more!
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For over 30 years Dave Cross has been helping photographers and creative professionals get the most out of their Adobe software. He has a Bachelor of Education, is an Adobe Certified Instructor and is a Certified Technical Trainer. Dave
has taught for Adobe, at Photoshop World, the Texas School of Photography,
ShutterFest, Adobe MAX, Imaging USA and at numerous corporate locations.
In 2009 Dave was inducted into the Photoshop Hall of Fame, and in 2016, 2017
and 2019 was named an Adobe MAX Master Instructor.
Dave teaches Photoshop on his membership site LearningPhotoshop.CC, and
runs the Photoshop Virtual Summit.
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